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Abstract
Deep Learning Recommender Systems (DLRSs) need to update models at low
latency, thus promptly serving new users and content. Existing DLRSs, however,
fail to do so. They train/validate models offline and broadcast entire models to
global inference clusters. They thus incur significant model update latency (e.g.
dozens of minutes), which adversely affects Service-Level Objectives (SLOs).
In this talk, I will describe Ekko, a novel DLRS that enables low-latency model
updates. Its design idea is to allow model updates to be immediately
disseminated to all inference clusters, thus bypassing long-latency model
checkpoint, validation and broadcast. To realise this idea, we first design an
efficient peer-to-peer model update dissemination algorithm. This algorithm
exploits the sparsity and temporal locality in updating DLRS models to improve
the throughput and latency of updating models. Further, Ekko has a model
update scheduler that can prioritise, over busy networks, the sending of model
updates that can largely affect SLOs. Finally, Ekko has an inference model state
manager which monitors the SLOs of inference models and rollbacks the models
if SLO-detrimental biased updates are detected. Evaluation results show that
Ekko is orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art DLRS systems. Ekko has
been deployed in production for more than one year, serves over a billion users
daily and reduces the model update latency compared to state-of-the-art
systems from dozens of minutes to 2.4 seconds. Ekko has been accepted to OSDI
2022.
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